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Historically, 
astrophysical black hole candidates arose as 

radio sources (Cygnus A, 1939) 
or 

X-ray sources (Cygnus X-1, 1964)
Narayan and McClintock, 1312.6698



The first (stellar mass) black hole candidate: Cygnus X-1



The first (stellar mass) black hole candidate: Cygnus X-1

Estimated mass:
14.8 solar masses
(radius 44 kms)

Orosz, J. A. et al., The Astrophysical Journal 742 (2011) 84

Spin measurements:
Claim a>0.92 at 3 sigma level.

Gou, L. et al., Astrophysical Journal 742 (2011) 85



Narayan and McClintock
 (2013), 

ArXiv:1312.6698

Artistic impression
of an accretion disk 

around a stellar mass BH-star binary

Electromagnetic channel:
X-ray band



 The iron Kα line method:

Matter accretion onto BHs provides electromagnetic signatures to infer BH properties.

Studying the extremely broad and redshifted iron Kα line around ~ 6.4 keV, observed in X-
ray binaries probes the BH geometry and constrains its parameters (iron line method), see e.g. 
Fabian (2012)

Artistic impression
of an accretion disk 

around a stellar mass BH-star binary



The iron line method:

8.1 Reflection process 159

 

 





Fig. 8.2 Disk reflection. The accretion disk around a black hole is illuminated by the radiation
from a hot corona. The spectrum of the incident radiation is described by a power-law E!Γ , where
Γ is the photon index. The reflection spectrum can be obtained from radiative transfer calculations
and presents some emission lines. See the text for more details. Adapted from [33].

de-excitation. Since the disk is optically thick, only the properties of its “skin” de-
termine the reflection spectrum.
The reflection spectrum can be obtained by solving numerically radiative transfer

equations describing the interaction of the X-ray photons with the gas on the surface
of the accretion disk. The resulting reflection spectrum is characterized by emission
lines in the 1-8 keV range and the so-called Compton hump around 20 keV (see top
right panel in Fig. 8.2).
In the case of neutral iron, photoelectric absorption of an X-ray photon can eject

one of the two electrons in the K-shell (principal quantum number n = 1). The ab-
sorption threshold is 7.1 keV. An L-shell electron (n= 2) moves to the K-shell and
releases 6.4 keV of energy: 34% of the times this energy is released with the emis-
sion of a photon (fluorescent line emission) and 66% of the times this energy is trans-

Propagation in strong gravity makes
the locally Dirac delta-like line...

... broad and skew
at the observation point...

Guainazzi, Ap&SS 320 (2009) 129



Astrophys Space Sci (2009) 320: 129–134 131

Fig. 2 Examples of
relativistically broadened iron
K! profiles in a small sample of
Galactic Black Holes (top
panel; Miller 2007) and in the
Seyfert 1 MCG-6-30-15 (bottom
panel; Miniutti et al. 2007). In
all panels the ratio between the
data and the best-fit continuum
is shown

yields a = 0.989±0.009
0.002 (Brenneman and Reynolds 2006).

Guainazzi et al. (2006) claim that loose constraints on the
value of the black hole spin can be obtained on 5 further
bright Seyfert 1s observed with XMM-Newton. The av-
erage spin in the sample is !a" = 0.6, with a dispersion
"a = 0.3.

Early XMM-Newton observations of MCG-6-30-15
yielded also the suggestion that the region of the accretion
disk responsible for the bulk of the relativistic iron line emis-
sion is very small and very close to the supermassive black
hole. This requires a radial dependency of the emissivity
which is too steep when compared to the expectations of
physically sensitive models of accretion disks. This has led
to the suggestion that an intrinsically relativistic phenom-
enon could enhance the contribution of the innermost region

of the accretion disk to the line emission. Two hypothesis
have been proposed:

• extraction of energy from a rotating black hole via a
purely electromagnetic mechanism (the so-called “Bland-
ford-Znajek effect”; Blandford and Znajek 1977)

• bending of light rays emitted in the strong gravitational
potential of a supermassive black hole (see later).

4 Accretion flow geometry

From what said in Sect. 3, it follows that prominent red
wings may allow us to constrain the location of the iron
line region. Such measurements yield values between 1.24
to 3 gravitational radii in GBH (Miller 2007, and references

4 galactic BHs

1 AGN
Seyfert 1 MCG-6-30-15

Guainazzi, Ap&SS 320 (2009) 129

And this is 
indeed 

what one sees in 
real data



Infrared observations, with adaptive optics,
have provided the strongest evidence

for a supermassive black hole at the centre of our galaxy

UCLA Galactic Center Group Gravity collaboration (ESO)



Sagittarius A*

Eisenhauer, F. et al., (2005) 
The Astrophysical Journal (628): 246–259

Estimated radius no more than 6.2 light hours
Ghez, A. M. et al., (2005) The Astrophysical Journal 620 (2): 744–757

From the motion of star S2 (say), estimated 
mass is 4.1 million solar masses

Ghez, A. M. et al., (2008) Astrophysical Journal 689 (2): 1044–1062







Motion at r=7M
orbit of a compact “hot spot”



The spectacular detection of transient 
gravitational waves by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration
opened a new channel of evidence for the existence of

black holes



The first, epoch-making, detection

GW150914
Abbot et al., PRL 116 (2016) 061102



O1+O2 (Sep. 2015 - Aug. 2017) 11 detections

LIGO document: 30 November 2018 - https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0156/P1800307/005/o2catalog.pdf

https://dcc.ligo.org/public/0156/P1800307/005/o2catalog.pdf


O1+O2 (Sep/15 - Aug/17) 11 detections

GW150914

Gravitational Waves: Ripples in spacetime
!                       Unusual news headlines on 11/12 February 2016 

!     First direct detection of gravitational waves: GW150914

- GW exist!  
Headlines worldwide 
Open GW astronomy era

- Loud, short (0.2s) event

- GR consistent

- Accessing new stellar mass 
BH population



O1+O2 (Sep/15 - Aug/17) 11 detections

GW170817

- First detection of a neutron star- 
neutron star  merger

- Multi-messanger event, with follow  
up across the electromagnetic spectrum

- Bound on speed of gravity: ApJL13(2017)848

- Constrains classes of dark energy models 
e.g. 1710.05877, 1710.05901, 1710.06394

In the mid-1960s, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were discovered
by the Vela satellites, and their cosmic origin was !rst established
by Klebesadel et al. (1973). GRBs are classi!ed as long or short,
based on their duration and spectral hardness!(Dezalay et al. 1992;
Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Uncovering the progenitors of GRBs
has been one of the key challenges in high-energy astrophysics
ever since!(Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz 2007). It has long been
suggested that short GRBs might be related to neutron star
mergers (Goodman 1986; Paczynski 1986; Eichler et al. 1989;
Narayan et al. 1992).

In 2005, the !eld of short gamma-ray burst (sGRB) studies
experienced a breakthrough (for reviews see Nakar 2007; Berger
2014) with the identi!cation of the !rst host galaxies of sGRBs
and multi-wavelength observation (from X-ray to optical and
radio) of their afterglows (Berger et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2005;
Gehrels et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005b; Villasenor et al. 2005).
These observations provided strong hints that sGRBs might be
associated with mergers of neutron stars with other neutron stars
or with black holes. These hints included: (i) their association with
both elliptical and star-forming galaxies !(Barthelmy et al. 2005;
Prochaska et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2007; Ofek et al. 2007; Troja
et al. 2008; D’Avanzo et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2013), due to a very
wide range of delay times, as predicted theoretically!(Bagot et al.
1998; Fryer et al. 1999; Belczynski et al. 2002); (ii) a broad
distribution of spatial offsets from host-galaxy centers!(Berger
2010; Fong & Berger 2013; Tunnicliffe et al. 2014), which was
predicted to arise from supernova kicks!(Narayan et al. 1992;
Bloom et al. 1999); and (iii) the absence of associated
supernovae!(Fox et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005c, 2005a;
Soderberg et al. 2006; Kocevski et al. 2010; Berger et al.
2013a). Despite these strong hints, proof that sGRBs were
powered by neutron star mergers remained elusive, and interest
intensi!ed in following up gravitational-wave detections electro-
magnetically!(Metzger & Berger 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013).

Evidence of beaming in some sGRBs was initially found by
Soderberg et al. (2006) and Burrows et al. (2006) and con!rmed

by subsequent sGRB discoveries (see the compilation and
analysis by Fong et al. 2015 and also Troja et al. 2016). Neutron
star binary mergers are also expected, however, to produce
isotropic electromagnetic signals, which include (i) early optical
and infrared emission, a so-called kilonova/macronova (hereafter
kilonova; Li & Paczy!ski 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005;
Metzger et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011; Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Grossman et al.
2014; Barnes et al. 2016; Tanaka 2016; Metzger 2017) due to
radioactive decay of rapid neutron-capture process (r-process)
nuclei!(Lattimer & Schramm 1974, 1976) synthesized in
dynamical and accretion-disk-wind ejecta during the merger;
and (ii) delayed radio emission from the interaction of the merger
ejecta with the ambient medium (Nakar & Piran 2011; Piran et al.
2013; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016). The
late-time infrared excess associated with GRB 130603B was
interpreted as the signature of r-process nucleosynthesis (Berger
et al. 2013b; Tanvir et al. 2013), and more candidates were
identi!ed later (for a compilation see Jin et al. 2016).
Here, we report on the global effort958 that led to the !rst joint

detection of gravitational and electromagnetic radiation from a
single source. An ! 100 s long gravitational-wave signal
(GW170817) was followed by an sGRB (GRB 170817A) and
an optical transient (SSS17a/AT 2017gfo) found in the host
galaxy NGC 4993. The source was detected across the
electromagnetic spectrum—in the X-ray, ultraviolet, optical,
infrared, and radio bands—over hours, days, and weeks. These
observations support the hypothesis that GW170817 was
produced by the merger of two neutron stars in NGC4993,
followed by an sGRB and a kilonova powered by the radioactive
decay of r-process nuclei synthesized in the ejecta.

Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the 90% credible regions from
LIGO (190 deg2; light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2; dark green), IPN triangulation from the time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light
blue), and Fermi-GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hr after the
merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

958 A follow-up program established during initial LIGO-Virgo observations
(Abadie et al. 2012) was greatly expanded in preparation for Advanced LIGO-
Virgo observations. Partners have followed up binary black hole detections,
starting with GW150914 (Abbott et al. 2016a), but have discovered no !rm
electromagnetic counterparts to those events.

2

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 848:L12 (59pp), 2017 October 20 Abbott et al.
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O3 run (04/19-03/20): 56 candidates, 4 confirmed detections. 
https://gracedb.ligo.org/superevents/public/O3/

GW190521 PRL125(2020)10, ApJLett.900(2020)L13

-  Two most massive progenitors:
- At least one in the pair instability supernova gap. Formation?
- Very short - no inspiral
- Final BH can be considered of intermediate mass:

85+21
�14M� , 66+17

�18M�
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GW190521 - what are the progenitors?

The mass gap puzzle is suggesting exploring alternative scenarios:

- are the progenitors primordial BHs ? ApJLett.900(2020)L13, arXiv:2009.01728

- is it really a BH merger (vs. core collapse or exotic objects,  
e.g. cosmic strings)? ApJLett.900(2020)L13

- is it evidence for new physics that allows BHs to form in the PISN gap? 
arXiv:2009.01213

GW190521 may be evidence for new physics. If an ultra-light vector field exists in nature,  
with a certain mass (which is essentially fixed by the event), GW190521 can be interpreted 
as the collision of two exotic compact objects (non-BHs).

Moreover the a Bayesian analysis suggests this interpretation is slightly preferred to the vanilla 
quasi-circular BH merger used by the LVSC.  
Bustillo, Sanchis-Gual, Torres-Forné, Font, Vajpeyi, Smith, C.H, Radu, Leong - arXiv:2009.05376



Very Large Baseline Interferometry
has also provided the first image of a black hole resolving

horizon scale structure



M87 supermassive black hole jet
~17º w.r.t line of sight

(radio image - Very Large Array)

M87 supermassive
black hole imaging 

by the
EHT collaboration
ApJ Lett. 875 (2019) L1





The (near) future promises to 
yield observational data of unprecedented 

precision to test the true nature of these objects:
dawn of the precision black hole (astro)physics era

1) More accurate X-ray data (e.g. ATHENA and  eXPT); 

2) More accurate interferometric data (Gravity and Keck/UCLA);

3) More gravitational wave events (+ KAGRA,...);

4) Better black hole images (EHT and BlackHoleCam);

5) ...



It is therefore timely to study
both

precision phenomenology of the paradigmatic black holes
as well as of
 alternatives

to the General Relativity 
Kerr hypothesis

and their phenomenology

… in particular search for hints of new physics…

What is the Kerr hypothesis?



A brief timeline 
1915: Einstein’s General Relativity

844 Sitzung der j)liysik;iliscli-mathematisclien Klasse vum 25. Novemher 1915

Die Feldgleiehungen der Gravitation.

Von A. P^iNSTEix.

In zwei vor kurzem erschienenen ]Mitteilungen' habe ich gezeigt, wie
uian zu Feldgleichungen der Gravitation gelangen kann, die dem Postu-

lat allgemeiner Relativität entsprechen, d. h. die in ihrer allgemeinen
Fassung beliebigen Substitutionen der Raumzeitvariabeln gegenüber ko-

variant sind.

Der Entwicklungsgang war dabei folgender. Zunächst fand icli

Gleichungen, welche die Newtonsche Theorie als Näherung enthalten

und beliebigen Substitutionen von der Determinante i gegenüber ko-

variant waren. Hierauf fand ich, daß diesen Gleichungen allgemein

kovarlante entsprechen, falls der Skalar des Energietensors der »Ma-
terie« A^erschwindet. Das Koordinatensystem war dann nach der ein-

fachen Regel zu sjjezialisieren, daß }'

—

g zu i gemacht wird, Avodurch
die Gleichungen der Theorie eine eminente Vereinfachung erfahren.

Dabei mußte aber, wie erwähnt, die Hypothese eingeführt werden,
daß der Skalar des Energietensors der Materie verschAvinde.

Neuerdings finde icli nun, daß man ohne Hypothese über den
Kuergietensor der Materie auskommen kann, wenn man den Energie-

tensor der Materie in etwas anderer Weise in die Feldgleichungen
einsetzt, als dies in meinen beiden früheren IMitteilungen geschehen
ist. Die Feldgleichungen für das Vakuum, auf welche ich die Er-

klärung der Perihelbewegung des Merkur gegründet habe, bleiben von
dieser Modifikation unberührt. Ich gebe hier nochmals die ganze Be-

trachtung, damit der Leser nicht genötigt ist, die früheren Mitteilungen

unausgesetzt heranzuziehen.

Aus der bekannten RieiMannschen Kovariante vierten Ranges leitet

man folgende Kovariante zweiten Ranges ab:

G.m = 7e,-„ + .S,„, (i)

^.. = 2'i|*-2{TH'/} (.^.

Sitzungsbei'. Xl-1\". S. 778 und XLA"1, S. 799. 1915.

Gµ⌫ =
8⇡G

c4
Tµ⌫

Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)



A brief timeline 
1916: Schwarzschild’s solution

Karl Schwarzschild 
(1873-1916)



Timeline 
1916: Schwarzschild’s solution

(in the coordinates introduced by Johannes Droste, in 1916)

ds2 = �
✓
1� 2GM

r

◆
dt2 +

dr2�
1� 2GM

r

� + r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2)

c = 1



Finding the Schwarzschild’s solution
key point: spherical symmetry - it is very restrictive in vacuum

ds2 = �dt2 + dr2 + r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓ d�2

| {z }) .

d⌦2 = line element of S2

Exercise 1.1

⇠(1) = sin� @✓ + cot ✓ cos� @� ,

⇠(2) = � cos� @✓ + cot ✓ sin� @� ,

⇠(3) = �@� ,

Show that the following vector fields are Killing vector fields of the 2-sphere and 
compute their algebra. Observe it is the Lie algebra of SO(3).



The most general ansatz with spherical symmetry is:

ds2 = �↵(r, t)dt2 + �(r, t)dr2 + �(r, t)dtdr + "(r, t)d⌦2

This is the “ansatz”. Then one computes the geometric quantities:

Christo↵el symbols : �↵
µ⌫ =

1

2
g↵�(g�µ,⌫ + g�⌫,µ � gµ⌫,�)

Riemann tensor : R↵
�µ⌫ = �↵

�⌫,µ � �↵
�µ,⌫ + �↵

µ��
�
�⌫ � �↵

⌫��
�
�µ

Ricci tensor : Rµ⌫ = R↵
µ↵⌫

Einstein equations : Gµ⌫ = 0
vacuum, Rµ⌫ = 0

r2d⌦2

One can use the “gauge” freedom (ability to re-define coordinates) 
to get rid of two of these functions. Then one can choose the parameterisation:

ds2 = �e2A(t,r)dt2 + e2B(t,r)dr2 + r2d⌦2



Exercise 1.2

Obtain, for the ansatz given before:

�t
tt = Ȧ ; �r

tt =
A0e2A

e2B
; �t

rt = A0 ; �r
tr = Ḃ ;

�t
rr =

Ḃe2B

e2A
;�r

rr = B0 ;�✓
r✓ =

1

r
;��

r� =
1

r
;

�r
✓✓ = � r

e2B
;��

✓� =
cos ✓

sin ✓
;�r

�� = �r sin2 ✓

e2B
;�✓

�� = � sin ✓ cos ✓ ;

Ȧ ⌘ @A

@t
, Ḃ ⌘ @B

@t
A0 ⌘ @A

@r
, B0 ⌘ @B

@r



Rt
rtr =

(�A00 � (A0)2 +A0B0)e2A + e2B(Ḃ2 � ȦḂ + B̈)

e2A
;

Rt
✓t✓ = �A0r

e2B
; Rt

�t� = �A0r sin2 ✓

e2B
;

Rt
✓r✓ = � Ḃr

e2A
; Rt

�r� = � Ḃr sin2 ✓

e2A
;

Rr
ttr =

(�A00 � (A0)2 +A0B0)e2A + e2B(Ḃ2 � ȦḂ + B̈)

e2B
;

Rr
✓t✓ =

Ḃr

e2B
; Rr

�t� =
Ḃr sin2 ✓

e2B
;

Rr
✓r✓ =

B0r

e2B
; Rr

�r� =
B0r sin2 ✓

e2B
;

R✓
tt✓ = �A0e2A

re2B
; R✓

tr✓ = � Ḃ

r
; R✓

rt✓ = � Ḃ

r
;

R✓
rr✓ = �B0

r
; R✓

�✓� =
sin2 ✓(e2B � 1)

e2B
;

R�
tt� = �A0e2A

re2B
; R�

tr� = � Ḃ

r
; R�

rt� = � Ḃ

r
;

R�
rr� = �B0

r
; R�

✓✓� = �e2B � 1

e2B
;

Exercise 1.2

Obtain, for the ansatz given before:



Rtt =
(�A0B0r +A00r + rA02 + 2A0)e2A + re2B(ȦḂ � B̈ � Ḃ2)

re2B
;

Rtr =
Ḃ

r
;

Rrr =
(2B0 +A0B0r �A02r �A00r)e2A + (B̈r + Ḃ2r � ȦḂr)e2B

e2Ar
;

R✓✓ = �1� e2B �B0r +A0r

e2B
;

R�� = sin2 ✓R✓✓ ;

And the non-trivial Einstein equations:

i) Ḃ = 0 ,

ii) 2A0 + r(A02 +A00 �A0B0) = 0 ,

iii) 2B0 � r(A02 +A00 �A0B0) = 0 ,

iv) (A0 �B0)r + 1� e2B = 0 .

Exercise 1.2

Obtain, for the ansatz given before:



Exercise 1.2

Obtain the solution:

And the non-trivial Einstein equations:

i) Ḃ = 0 ,

ii) 2A0 + r(A02 +A00 �A0B0) = 0 ,

iii) 2B0 � r(A02 +A00 �A0B0) = 0 ,

iv) (A0 �B0)r + 1� e2B = 0 .

ds2 = �
✓
1� C

r

◆
ef(t)dt2| {z }+

dr2

1� C
r

+ r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓ d�2) ,

redefining a new coordinate dt2

Which is the Schwarzschild solution identifying C=2MG



Important observation:

We started with the time dependent ansatz:

And ended with the time independent metric:

ds2 = �
✓
1� 2GM

r

◆
dt2 +

dr2�
1� 2GM

r

� + r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2)

The time dependence vanished!

ds2 = �e2A(t,r)dt2 + e2B(t,r)dr2 + r2d⌦2



Thus, in vacuum, spherical symmetry implies staticity!
Birkhoff’s theorem (1923) 

G. D. Birkhoff, Relativity and Modern Physics (1923) also J. T. Jebsen, Ark. Mat. Ast. Fys. 15 (1921)

George D. Birkhoff (1884-1944)

Interpretation:
In vacuum there are only purely gravitational degrees of 
freedom (gravitational waves) and no matter degrees of 
freedom. Gravitational waves do not have a dynamical 
spherical mode, since it is a spin 2 field.

Implication:
Outside any spherical star, if there is no matter-energy 
(vacuum), the metric is exactly the one of the Schwarzschild 
spacetime

Star
gstarµ⌫

Outside
gSchwarzschild
µ⌫



A brief timeline 
1916,1918: Reissner-Nordström solution

H. Reissner, Annalen der Physik, 355 (1916) 106-120

ds2 = �
✓
1� 2GM

r
+

Q2

r2

◆
dt2 +

dr2⇣
1� 2GM

r + Q2

r2

⌘ + r2(d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2) , A = �Q

r
dt

4⇡✏0 = 1

Gunnar Nordström 
(1881-1923)

Hans Jacob Reissner
(1874-1967)



A brief timeline 
1960: Kruskal’s extension
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Maximal Extension of Schwarzschild Metric*
M. D. KRUSKAL'f

project Matterhorn, princeton University, princeton, Eem Jersey
(Received December 21, 1959)

There is presented a particularly simple transformation of the Schwarzschild metric into new coordinates,
whereby the "spherical singularity" is removed and the maximal singularity-free extension is clearly
exhibited.

with
d(o =de +Sill 8 dy .

Kasner, Lemaitre, Einstein and Rosen, Robertson,
Synge, Ehlers, Finkelstein, and Fronsdal have shown'
that the singularities at r=0 and r=2m* are very
different in character (Table I). Their conclusion —that
there is no real singularity at r=2m*—can be demon-
strated by a choice of coordinates seemingly simpler and
more explicit than any introduced so far to this end.
One way to find it is to seek a spherically symmetric
coordinate system in which radial light rays everywhere
have the slope dx'/dx'= &1:

ds'= f'(—dv'+du')+r'duP (3)

Identifying (3) with (1) and requiring f to depend on
r alone and to remain finite and nonzero for I=v=0,
one finds the following essentially unique equations of
transformation between the exterior of the "spherical
singularity, " r) 2m*, and the quadrant n) ~e~ in the
plane of the new variables (Table II).
The new coordinates give an analytic extension, 8,

of that limited region of space-time, 2, which is
described without singularity by the Schwarzschild
coordinates with r&2m~. The metric in the extended
region joins on smoothly and without singularity to
the metric at the boundary of 2 at r=2m~. That this
extension is possible was already indicated by the fact
that the curvature invariants of the Schwarzschild
metric are perfectly finite and well behaved at r =2m*.

HE well-known Schwarzschild expression' for
the metric around a center of mass m(g) or

m~= (Gm/c') (cm) is

ds' =—(1 2m*/r) d—T'+ (1 2m /r)—'dr'+ r'dko' (1)

The extended space, b, moreover, is the maximlm
singularity-free extension of Z that is at all possible, for
the following reason: As may be seen by direct examina-
tion of the geodesics (perhaps most simply carried out
mainly in the familiar r, T coordinates, with special
attention to geodesics on which r=2m* either isolatedly
or everywhere), every geodesic, followed in whichever
direction, either runs into the "barrier" of intrinsic
singularities at r=0 (e'—u'=1), or is continuable
infinitely with respect to its ". natural length. " (This is
measured in terms of the number of parallel transfers
of an infinitesimal tangent vector, is determined only
up to an arbitrary scale factor, and not only accords
with the proper time or distance along time-like
or space-like geodesics but is defined even for nu1l
geodesics. ) But it is obvious that if there were a trans-
formation (no matter how wiM at the boundary)
between 8 and a subregion 8' of a still further singular-
ity-free extension 5, there would have to be one
geodesic (to say the least) running from 8' into S—h',
in contradiction to the aforementioned property.
The maximal extension h has a eon-Euclidean

topology (Fig. 1) and therefore falls into the class of
topologies considered by Einstein and Rosen, Wheeler,
and Misner and Wheeler. ' It is remarkable that it
presents just such a "bridge" between two otherwise
Euclidean spaces as Einstein and Rosen sought to
obtain by modifying the field equations. It may also
be interpreted as describing the "throat of a wormhole"
in the sense of Wheeler, connecting two distant regions
in ore Euclidean space—in the limit when this separa-
tion of the wormhole mouths is very large compared to
the circumference of the throat. The length of the
wormhole connection may of course be exceedingly

TABLE I. Singularities in Schwarzschild metric, real and apparent.
*This work was reported in abbreviated form by J.A. Wheeler

on behalf of the author at the Royaumont Conference on Rela-
tivistic Theories of Gravitation, June, 1959.
t On leave 1959—60 at Max-Planck-Institut fiir Astrophysik,

Aumeisterstrasse 2, Munchen 23, Germany.' K. Schwarzschild, Sitzber. Preuss. Akad. Kiss. Physik. -math.
Kl. 189 (1916).' E. Kasner, Am. J. Math. 43, 130 (1921); G. Lemaitre, Ann.
soc. sci. Bruxelles AS3, 51 (1933); A. Einstein and ¹ Rosen,
Phys. Rev. 48, 73 (1935); H. P. Robertson, lecture in Toronto,
1939 (unpublished), cited by J.L. Synge; J. L. Synge, Proc. Roy.
Irish. Acad. ASS, 83 (1950); J. Ehlers, thesis, Hamburg, 195
(unpublished); D. Finkelstein, Phys. Rev. 110, 965 {1958);
Fronsdal, Phys. Rev. 116, 778 (1959).

Singularity in
Schwarzschild
coordinate
system?

Invariant
representation
of curvature

Singularity
in metrics

In6nite as
m*/r'

Finite

YesYes

Xo Yes

7
C. ' J. A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 97, 511 (1955); C. W. Misner and

J. A. Wheeler, Ann. Physik 2, 525 (1957).
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TaaLK II. Relation of new coordinates to Schwarzschild coordinates.

New coordinates in terms of Schwarzschild coordinates

(r ) & (r ) (T'z
zz=

/ /

—1 exp/
/
cosh/

E2m~j (4m*) t, 4m*)

Schwarzschild coordinates in terms of new coordinates(r)(r
1 exp/ /=a v

&2m'j (2m'&

T/4 m*= arct anh (v/zz)(r ) & (r z (T)
exp/

&4m'j (4m*& = s al ctanh(2zzv/(I +v )g
fz= (32m*z/r) exp(—r/2m*)=a transcendental function of (Nz —vz)

I
I
I
l
I
/
/
/
/

Fzo. 1. Two interpretations of
the 3-dimensional "maximally ex-
tended Schwarzschild metric" at
the time T=O. Above: A connec-
tion or bridge in the sense of
Einstein. and Rosen between two
otherwise Euclidean spaces. Be-
low: A wormhole in the sense of
%heeler connecting two regions in
one Euclidean space, in the limiting
case where these regions are ex-
tremely far apart compared to the
dimensions of the throat of the
wormhole.

C~

O~ Wpe
+&e +C.

g~

*2m"

0

f -2m"

FIG. 2. Corresponding regions of the (r,T) and (zz,v) planes. In the latter, curves of constant r are hyperbolas asymptotzc to the lznes
r =2m* while T is constant on straight lines through the origin. The exterior of the singular sphere, r&2m~, corresponds to the region
~v~ &zz (the hatched areas). The whole line r=2m* in the (r,T) plane corresponds to the origin zz=v=0, while two one-dimensional
families of ideal limit points with r ~ 2zzzv and T~ &~ correspond to the remaining boundary points zz= j v ) )
In the (N,v) plane the metric is entirely regular not only in the hatched area but in the entire area between the two branches of the

hyperbola r =O. This comprises two images of the exterior of the spherical singularity and two of its interior. (The expressions in Table
I arevas snt eng - an qua ranI 1 d h ht-h d drant zz) ~v). To obtain formulas valid in the left-hand quadrant replace zz and v by their negativesI and r 2m*—1 b its ne ative every-everywhere. To obtain formulas valid in the upper or lower quadrant replace I by &v, e by &I, an r/ m — y i s g
where. Note that the formula for r and the Gnal formula for T remain invariant under these substitutions. ) The purely radial (d8 =d y =O)
ll d 1' ' 1' d t 45' The points with r=2m* have no local topological distinction, but still a global one: if a test

particle crosses r =2m* into the interior (where r is time-like and T space-like), it can never get back out but must inevita y i e
irremovable singularity r=0 (curvature invariants in6nite). This circumstance guarantees that one cannot violate ordinary causality
in the "main universe" by sending signals via the wormhole electively faster than light.

Independently 
obtained by 

George 
Szekers
(1960)

Martin D. Kruskal
(1925-2006)



A brief timeline 
1963: Kerr’s solution
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rate for different masses of the intermediate
boson. The end point of the neutrino spectrum
from the 184-in. cyclotron is -250 MeV, and
neutrinos with this energy in collision with a
stationary proton would produce a boson of mass
equal to 2270m~. However, with the momentum
distribution in the nucleus, higher boson masses
may be attained, but only a small fraction of the
protons can participate, so the rate of events
falls off rapidly.
Because of the low energy of the neutrinos pro-

duced at the 1S4-in. cyclotron, only a rather con-
servative limit of 2130m can be placed on the
mass of the intermediate boson.
We would like to thank Professor Luis Alvarez

for suggesting this measurement and showing a
keen interest in its progress, and also Profes-
sor Clyde Cowan for communicating his results
before their publication. Our thanks are due

Mr. Howard Goldberg, Professor Robert Kenney,
and Mr. James Vale and the crew of the cyclotron,
without whose full cooperation the run would not
have been possible. We are also grateful to
Mr. Philip Beilin, Mr. Ned Dairiki, and Mr. Rob-
ert Shafer for their help in running the experiment.

*This work was done under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission
'Clyde L. Cowan, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 8, 383 (1963);

and (private communication).
2Toichino Kinoshita, Phys. Bev. Letters 4, 378 (1960).
ST. Tanikawa and S. Watanabe, Phys. Bev. 113, 1344

(19593.
4Hugo B. Rugge, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Report UCBL-10252, 20 May 1962 (unpublished).
~Richard J. Kurz, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Report UCBL-10564, 15 November 1962 (unpublished).
6Howard Goldberg (private communication).

GRAVITATIONAL FIELD OF A SPINNING MASS AS AN EXAMPLE
GF ALGEBRAICALLY SPECIAL METRICS

Roy P. Kerr*
University of Texas, Austin, Texas and Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

(Received 26 July 1963)

Goldberg and Sachs' have proved that the alge-
braically special solutions of Einstein's empty-
space field equations are characterized by the
existence of a geodesic and shear-free ray con-
gruence, A&. Among these spaces are the plane-
fronted waves and the Robinson- Trautman metrics'
for which the congruence has nonvanishing diver-
gence, but is hypersurface orthogonal.
In this note we shall present the class of solu-

tions for which the congruence is diverging, and
is not necessarily hypersurface orthogonal. The
only previously known example of the general
case is the Newman, Unti, and Tamburino met-
rics, 'which is of Petrov Type D, and possesses
a four-dimensional group of isometrics.
If we introduce a complex null tetrad (t~ is the

complex conjugate of t), with
ds = 2tt*+ 2m'',

then the coordinate system may be chosen so that
t =P(r+f~)dg,
)t =du+2Re(Qdg),
I dr —2 Re[[(r —ie))) ~ ())ii]d([=+(rPi')'

+Re[P 'D(o*lnP h*)+] '+, +6

(m -D*D*DQ) = Is DQI',
Q

Im(m -D*D*DQ) =0,
D*m = 3mb. (4)

The second coordinate system is probably better,
but it gives more complicated field equations.
It will be observed that if m is zero then the

field equations are integrable. These spaces
correspond to the Type-III and null spaces with

where g is a complex coordinate, a dot denotes
differentiation with respect to g, and the operator
D is defined by

D = 8/st; - Qs/su.
P is real, whereas Q and m (which is defined to
be m, +im, ) are complex. They are all independ-
ent of the coordinate ~. L is defined by

6 =Im(P 'D~Q).

There are two natural choices that can be made
for the coordinate system. Either (A) P can be
chosen to be unity, in which case 0 is complex,
or (B) Q can be taken pure imaginary, with P dif-
ferent from unity. In case (A), the field e(luations
are

ds2 = � (�� a2 sin2 ✓)

⌃
dt2 � 2a sin2 ✓

(r2 + a2 ��)

⌃
dtd�

+

✓
(r2 + a2)2 ��a2 sin2 ✓

⌃

◆
sin2 ✓d�2 +

⌃

�
dr2 + ⌃d✓2

⌃ = r2 + a2 cos2 ✓

� = r2 � 2GMr + a2

(in the coordinates introduced by Robert H. Boyer and Richard W. Lindquist, in 1967, 
J. Math. Phys. 8 (1967) 265)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 11 (1963) 237-238

Roy P. Kerr 
(1934-)



A brief timeline  
1965: Kerr-Newman solution

ds2 = � (�� a2 sin2 ✓)

⌃
dt2 � 2a sin2 ✓

(r2 + a2 ��)

⌃
dtd�

+

✓
(r2 + a2)2 ��a2 sin2 ✓

⌃

◆
sin2 ✓d�2 +

⌃

�
dr2 + ⌃d✓2

⌃ = r2 + a2 cos2 ✓

(in the coordinates introduced by Robert H. Boyer and Richard W. Lindquist, in 1967, 
J. Math. Phys. 8 (1967) 265)

� = r2 � 2GMr + a2 +Q2
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Metric of a Rotating, Charged Mass* 

E. T. NEWMAN, E. COUCH, K. CmNNAPARED, A. EXTON, A. PRAKASH, AND R. TORRENCE 

Physics Department, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
(19 June 1964) 

A new solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations is presented. This solution has certain character-
istics that correspond to a rotating ring of mass and charge. 

THE purpose of the present note is to present 
a new solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equa-

tions which in some sense represents a rotating mass 
and charge. This solution bears the same relation 
to the charged Schwarzschild metric' (Reissner-
Nordstrom) as the Kerr spinning particle metric 
bears to the Schwarzschild. In fact one can "derive" 
it by means of a similar trick (complex coordinate 
transformation) as was used to "derive" the Kerr 
metric. 2 

The Reissner-Nordstrom metric in null coor-
dinates2 has the form 

ds2 
= (1 - 2m/r + e2/r2) du2 + 2 du dr 

- r2(d02 + sin2 0 dcfi2) , (1) 

where m and e are the mass and charge respectively 
and u labels the null surfaces. The contravariant 
form of the metric can be written 

g"' = l"n' + l'n" - m"m: - m'm:, (2) 

where 

l" = ���� m" = (1/v2 r)[o; + (i/sin O)oi) (3) 

" " (1 m + e") " n = 00 - 2 - -;: 2r2 0" 

and where m; is the complex conjugate of m". 
A new metric can now be obtained by the following 

formal process. The radial coordinate r is allowed 
to take complex values and the tetrad is rewritten 
in the form 

l" = ���� m" = (1/v2 �������+ (i/sin ������

n" = ��� - ��(1 - mU + ��] + ���oi, 

(4) 

l' being the complex conjugate of r. [It should be 
* Supported in part by Aerospace Research Laboratories, 

Office of Aerospace Research, U. S. Air Force. 
1 R. C. Tolman, Relativity, Thermodynamics and Cosmology 

(Oxford University Press, London, 1934). 
2 E. T. Newman and A. 1. Janis, J. Math. Phys. 6, 915 

(1965). 

noted that if the term e2/2r2 in n" was replaced by 
le2(r- 2 + 1'-2) instead of e2/2r1', we would not obtain 
a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations.] If 
we now perform the same complex coordinate trans-
formation as was used in Ref. (2) (r' = r + ia cosO, 
u' = u - ia cos 0) we obtain the following tetrad, 

l" = oi, m" = [v2 (r' + ia cos O)f' 

X ria sin �����- ����+ ���+ (i/sin �������

n" = ���- [t - (mr' - te2)(r,2 + a2 cos" ������� (5) 

and associated metric tensor g'"' = l'"n" + l"n'" -
m'"iii" - 1n"iii'". 

If we take the following Maxwell field (stated 
in terms of the tetrad components3 of the field tensor 
F", rather than in terms of the tensor itself) 

cfio == F",l"m' = 0 

cfi, == tF",(l"n' + iii"m') = e/v2 (r - ia cos 0)2 (6) 

cfi2 == F",iii"n' = iea sin O/(r - ia cos 0)3, 

it can be shown by direct calculation that this field 
with the metric associated with Eq. (5) constitutes 
a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. [We 
wish to point out that there was no simple algorithm 
which led to Eq. (6). It had to be obtained by 
integration.) 

By arguments similar to those used in (2) we 
conclude that this solution represents the gravita-
tional and electromagnetic fields of a ring of mass 
and charge rotating about its axis of symmetry.' 

The Weyl tensor of this space is type II degenerate, 
the double null vector being l". l" is also a principle 
null vector of the Maxwell tensor. I" is shear free 
but not hypersurface orthogonal, a measuring its 
curl. 

In conclusion, we give the contra- and covariant 
3 A. 1. Janis and E. T. Newman, J. Math. Phys. 6, 902 

(1965). 
• We wish to thank the referee and R. Kerr for pointing 

out a difficulty in this interpretation. The remarks in Footnote 
4, Ref. 2 apply here as well. 
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Ezra Ted Newman 
(1929-)



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

John Wheeler, “Geons, black holes and quantum foam”, Pages 295-296

8

John Archibald Wheeler 
(1911-2008)



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

Wheeler repeated this version in interviews.
M. Bartusiak, Bermuda triangles of space: How the public first met black holes, 

Talk at the 27 Texas Symposium on Relativistic Astrophysics (2013)



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

Wheeler wrote
the term “black hole”
in a (non-technical)

article in 1968...

M. Bartusiak, 
Bermuda triangles of space: 

How the public first met 
black holes, 
Talk at the 

27 Texas Symposium 
on Relativistic Astrophysics 

(2013)



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

...and 
the scientific
community

started 
using the term

M. Bartusiak, 
Bermuda triangles of space: 

How the public first met 
black holes, 
Talk at the 

27 Texas Symposium 
on Relativistic Astrophysics 

(2013)



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

But this is only the story that Wheeler decided to tell!
C. H. and J. Lemos, 

arXiv:1811.06587

In 1963, scientists were already using “black hole” in a 
scientific meeting!



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

But this is only the story that Wheeler decided to tell!
C. H. and J. Lemos, 

arXiv:1811.06587

Science Service, Inc. is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to
The Science News-Letter.

www.jstor.org
®



A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

But this is only the story that Wheeler decided to tell!
C. H. and J. Lemos, 

arXiv:1811.06587

Robert Henry Dicke 
(1916-1997)

In the 27th Texas symposium, 
in 2013, 

Hong Yee Chiu, 
confirmed he used in 1963 the term 

“black hole”, 
during the 1st Texas symposium.

He had heard it first in a colloquium, 
in Princeton, 
in 1961-62, 

by Robert Dicke.
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But this is only the story that Wheeler decided to tell!
C. H. and J. Lemos, 
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A brief timeline  
1967-68: John Wheeler popularizes the term “black hole”

In an informal conversation, in 1996, Wheeler stated that the name “black hole” 
was recurrent in his conversations with Dicke, and that there were always playful 

smiles between the two when the name was brought up...





A brief timeline  
1967: Israel’s theorem

Israel’s theorem:
An asymptotically flat static vacuum spacetime that is non-singular on and outside an event horizon, 
must be isometric to the Schwarzschild spacetime.

P H YS ICAL REVIEW VOLUME 164, NUM BER 5 25 DECEMBER f 967

Event Horizons in Static Vacuum Space-Times
WERNER ISRAEL

mathematics Department, Unzoerszty of Atberta, Alberta, Canada
QSd

DubLin Instztute for Adoanced Studzes, Dublin, Ireland
(Received 27 April 1967)

The following theorem is established. Among all static, asymptotically Rat vacuum space-times with
closed simply connected equipotential surfaces g00=constant, the Schwarzschild solution is the only one
which has a nonsingular infinite-red-shift surface gpp =0. Thus there exists no static asymmetric perturbation
of the Schwarzschild manifold due to internal sources (e.g. , a quadrupole moment) which will preserve
a regular event horizon. Possible implications of this result for asymmetric gravitational collapse are briefly
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
HK peculiar properties of the infinite-red-shift
surface g00= 0 (r=2trt) in Schwarzschild's spheri-

cally vacuum field, and the question qf whether analo-
gous surfaces exist in asymmetric space-times' ' have
become a focus of attention in connection with recent
interest in gravitational collapse.
For static fields (to which we confine ourselves in this

paper) the history of an infinite-red-shift surface can
be de6ned as a 3-space S on which the Killing vector
becomes null. Then S itself is null, and acts as a station-
ary unidirectional membrane for causal inQuence. '
In the special case of axial symmetry, the effect on S

of static perturbations of the Schwarzschild metric can
be worked out explicitly. ' "A fundamental diEerence
emerges according to whether the source of the pertur-
bation is external or internal. If the perturbation is due
solely to the presence of exterior bodies, and if it is not
too strong (e.g., if the spherically symmetric particle is
encircled by a ring of mass some distance away), the
effect is merely to distort Swhile preserving its essential
qualitative features as a nonsingular event horizon. ' On
the other hand, superimposing a quadrupole moment q,
no matter how small, causes S to become singular. ' (The
square of the four-dimensional Riemann tensor diverges
according to

RABCDR &I /g00 as g00 ~ 0) ~

A study of small (linearized) static perturbations
of the Schwarzschild manifold4 points to similar
conclusions.
Partial results of this type suggest strongly that

Schwarzschild's solution is uniquely distinguished
among all static, asymptotically Bat, vacuum 6elds by
the fact that it alone possesses a nonsingular event

'A. G. Doroshkevich, Ya. B. Zel'dovich, and I. D. Xovikov,
Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 49, 170 (1965) (English transl. : Soviet
Phys.—JETP 22, 122 (1966)j.'C. V. Vishveshwara, University of Maryland Report, 1966
(unpublished).' L. A. Mysak and G. Szekeres, Can. J. Phys. 44, 617 (1966);
W. Israel and K. A. Khan, Nuovo Cimento 33, 331 (1964).
" T. Regge and J. A. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. 108, 1063 (1957).
" Q. Krez and N. Rosen, Bull. Res. Council Israel Fs, 47 (1959).
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horizon. It is the aim of this paper to give a precise
formulation (see Sec. 4) and proof of this conjecture.

2. IMBEDDING FORMULAS

Ke begin by collecting some general formulas for the
immersion of hypersurfaces in an (st+1)-dimensional
Riemannian space. '
Let the equations

x =x'(e', ,e",V), V=const (2)
represent an orientable hypersurf ace 2 with unit
normal n;

+1 (spacelike n)
(3)—1 (timelike n)

n e&;&=0, n n=e(n)=

( e e e e expel&—e& &"= -R"-ere&.& (7)
(be ee' be'be ee'ee

lead, with the aid of (5) and (6), to the equations of

Greek indices run from 1 to I+1. Italic indices distinguish
quantities defined on the imbedded manifold (e.g., E~f„g is the
intrinsic curvature tensor of Z) and have the range 1—sz. Covariant
differentiation with respect to the (n+1)-dimensional or n-dimen-
sional metric is denoted bv a stroke or a semicolon, respectively.
1776

The e holonomic base vectors e(;) tangent to Z,
with components

e&;& ——ex /Be' (4)
are such that an infinitesimal displacement in Z has
the form e(;~d8'.
The Gauss-%eingarten relations

be&,&o/M'= —e(n)E, srto+1' 0'e&,&" (5)
decompose the absolute derivative b/bee Lreferred to the
(rt+1)-dimensional metric( of the vector e&,& with
respect to the (st+1)-dimensional basis fe&,&,n). They
may be regarded as defining the extrinsic curvature
tensor E ~ and the intrinsic one connection I', ~' of Z.
From (3) and (5).

erto/be'= E;e&.&o.
The Ricci commutation relations

Werner Israel
(1931-)
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Kerr Kerr 1963

Uniqueness Israel 1967; Carter 1971;
D.C. Robinson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 905 (1975).

A brief timeline  
1967-...: The electro-vacuum uniqueness theorems

Phys. Rev. Lett. 26 (1971) 331-333 Brandon Carter
(1942-)
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Electro-vacuum: Kerr-Newman Newman et al. 1965

Uniqueness 
W. Israel, Commun. Math. Phys. 8 (1968) 245;
D.C. Robinson, Phys. Rev. 10, 458 (1974)
(...)

A brief timeline 
1967-...: The electro-vacuum uniqueness theorems

Carter-Robinson theorem:
An asymptotically-flat stationary and axi-symmetric vacuum spacetime that is non-singular on and 
outside an event horizon, is a member of the two-parameter Kerr family.

The assumption of axi-symmetry was subsequently shown to be unnecessary, i.e. for black holes, 
stationarity ⇒ axisymmetry (via the “rigidity theorem”, relating the teleologically defined “event 
horizon” to the local “Killing Horizon” Hawking 1972; I. Rácz and R.Wald, Class. Quant. Grav. 13 (1996) 539).

Limitations: (e.g.) analyticity, assume connected event horizon, causality...
D. Robinson, in The Kerr Spacetime: Rotating Black Holes in General Relativity, edited by D. Wiltshire et al. (Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, England, 2009)



A brief timeline 
1971: Wheeler and Ruffini coin the expression “a black hole has no hair”

R. Ruffini and John Wheeler, “Introducing the black hole”, Physics Today, January 1971, Pages 30-41



Summary: 

The idea is motivated by the uniqueness theorems
and indicates black holes are very special objects

The “no-hair” original idea (1971): 
collapse leads to equilibrium black holes uniquely determined by M,J,Q - 

asymptotically measured quantities subject to a Gauss law 
and no other independent characteristics (hair)

Two stars 
with same

M, J

Can have a different mass quadrupole, etc...



Summary:

The idea is motivated by the uniqueness theorems
and indicates black holes are very special objects

The “no-hair” original idea (1971): 
collapse leads to equilibrium black holes uniquely determined by M,J,Q - 

asymptotically measured quantities subject to a Gauss law 
and no other independent characteristics (hair)

... but two
black holes 
with same

M, J...

...must be exactly equal...

M` + iS` = M(ia)`

Elegant multipoles formula
(for the Kerr solution):

R. O. Hansen, 
J. Math. Phys. 15 (1974) 46



Summary:

The idea is motivated by the uniqueness theorems
and indicates black holes are very special objects

The “no-hair” original idea (1971): 
collapse leads to equilibrium black holes uniquely determined by M,J,Q - 

asymptotically measured quantities subject to a Gauss law 
and no other independent characteristics (hair)

“In my entire scientific life, extending over forty-five years, the most shattering experience has 
been the realization that an exact solution of Einstein’s field equations of general relativity, 
discovered by the New Zealand mathematician, Roy Kerr, provides the absolutely exact 

representation of untold numbers of massive black holes that populate the Universe.”

S. Chandrasekhar, in Truth and Beauty (1987)

This is the Kerr hypothesis



There was never a better time 
for strong  gravity research, 

in particular on black holes (BHs)

Timely to address some central questions such as:

- What are the BH populations in the Universe?

- Are (all) astrophysical BHs really described by the canonical General Relativity (GR) model  
(the Kerr metric)?

- Can astrophysical BHs gives us hints about new physics  
(beyond GR or beyond Standard Model of particle physics)?

- Is there room/necessity for exotic compact objects (without an event horizon)?

Relate to other key questions in Gravitation/Cosmology: 

- What is the nature of dark matter and dark energy?



Black holes and exotic compact objects
C. Herdeiro

Departamento de Matemática and CIDMA, Universidade de Aveiro, Portugal

Thank you for your attention!
 Obrigado pela vossa atenção!


